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We believe that the hands-on word sorting approach to word study is invaluable to you and your
students. Broaden your word study understanding and instruction with this expanded word
sorting tool for week by week implementation with Letter Name-Alphabetic spellers (Grades K -
3). This stage-specific companion volume to Words Their Way ® : Word Study for Phonics,
Vocabulary, and Spelling Instruction provides a complete curriculum of reproducible sorts and
detailed directions for the teacher working with students in the letter name-alphabetic stage of
spelling. This second edition boastsLiterature Connections making links between features
being studies and valuable children’s literatureTargeted Learners sections that clarify which
students will benefit most from the instructionSpell Checks and other Assessments available
more frequently throughoutHigh Frequency Words receive special attention Responses from
the field…A strength of each chapter is the Notes for the Teacher section that introduces each
set of sorts. This reminds teachers about developmental appropriateness and pacing variations
based on learner needs. Clearly the gradual release of responsibility model of guided
instruction is promoted and reinforced throughout the text.Barbara Pettegrew, Otterbein
College Chapter layout is excellent. Format is designed to include anything that might be
needed for the lesson, and each takes you step by step through the process being taught,
allowing time for students to internalize and firm up the skills and strategies.Susan K.
McCloskey, California State University, Fresno Meet the AuthorsFrancine Johnston is Associate
Professor in the School of Education at the University of North Carolina at Greensboro, where
she teaches reading, language arts, and children’s literature. A former first-grade teacher and
reading specialist.Marcia Invernizzi is Director of the McGuffey Reading Center at the University
of Virginia exploring developmental universals in non-English orthographies. A former English
and reading teacher, Marcia works with children experiencing difficulties learning to read and
write in intervention programs such as Virginia’s Early Intervention Reading Initiative and Book
BuddiesDonald Bear is Director of the E.L. Cord Foundation Center for Learning and Literacy at
the University of Nevada, Reno, assessing and teaching students who experience difficulties
learning to read and write. A former preschool and elementary teacher, Donald currently
researches literacy development with a special interest in students who speak languages other
than English, and he partners with schools and districts to consider assessment and literacy
instruction. Shane Templeton is Foundation Professor of Literacy Studies at the University of
Nevada, Reno. A former classroom teacher at the primary and secondary levels, he researches
the development of orthographic and vocabulary knowledge. 
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pacing variations based on learner needs. Clearly the gradual release of responsibility model of
guided instruction is promoted and reinforced throughout the text.Barbara Pettegrew, Otterbein
College Chapter layout is excellent. Format is designed to include anything that might be
needed for the lesson, and each takes you step by step through the process being taught,
allowing time for students to internalize and firm up the skills and strategies.Susan K.
McCloskey, California State University, FresnoFrom the Back CoverWe believe that the hands-
on word sorting approach to word study is invaluable to you and your students. Broaden your
word study understanding and instruction with this expanded word sorting tool for week by week
implementation with Letter Name-Alphabetic spellers (Grades K - 3). This stage-specific
companion volume to Words Their Way ® : Word Study for Phonics, Vocabulary, and Spelling
Instruction provides a complete curriculum of reproducible sorts and detailed directions for the
teacher working with students in the letter name-alphabetic stage of spelling. This second
edition boastsLiterature Connections making links between features being studies and valuable
children’s literatureTargeted Learners sections that clarify which students will benefit most from
the instructionSpell Checks and other Assessments available more frequently throughoutHigh
Frequency Words receive special attention Responses from the field…A strength of each
chapter is the Notes for the Teacher section that introduces each set of sorts. This reminds
teachers about developmental appropriateness and pacing variations based on learner needs.
Clearly the gradual release of responsibility model of guided instruction is promoted and
reinforced throughout the text.Barbara Pettegrew, Otterbein College Chapter layout is excellent.
Format is designed to include anything that might be needed for the lesson, and each takes you
step by step through the process being taught, allowing time for students to internalize and firm
up the skills and strategies.Susan K. McCloskey, California State University, Fresno Meet the
AuthorsFrancine Johnston is Associate Professor in the School of Education at the University of
North Carolina at Greensboro, where she teaches reading, language arts, and children’s
literature. A former first-grade teacher and reading specialist.Marcia Invernizzi is Director of the
McGuffey Reading Center at the University of Virginia exploring developmental universals in non-
English orthographies. A former English and reading teacher, Marcia works with children
experiencing difficulties learning to read and write in intervention programs such as Virginia’s
Early Intervention Reading Initiative and Book BuddiesDonald Bear is Director of the E.L. Cord
Foundation Center for Learning and Literacy at the University of Nevada, Reno, assessing and
teaching students who experience difficulties learning to read and write. A former preschool and
elementary teacher, Donald currently researches literacy development with a special interest in
students who speak languages other than English, and he partners with schools and districts to
consider assessment and literacy instruction. Shane Templeton is Foundation Professor of
Literacy Studies at the University of Nevada, Reno. A former classroom teacher at the primary
and secondary levels, he researches the development of orthographic and vocabulary
knowledge. For Professional Development Resources, visit www.allynbaconmerrill.com.For
College Resources, visit www.prenhall.com . About the AuthorFrancine Johnston is Associate



Professor in the School of Education at the University of North Carolina at Greensboro, where
she teaches reading, language arts, and children’s literature. A former first-grade teacher and
reading specialist.Marcia Invernizzi is Director of the McGuffey Reading Center at the University
of Virginia exploring developmental universals in non-English orthographies. A former English
and reading teacher, Marcia works with children experiencing difficulties learning to read and
write in intervention programs such as Virginia’s Early Intervention Reading Initiative and Book
BuddiesDonald Bear is director of the E. L. Cord Foundation Center for Learning and Literacy
where he and preservice, Master’s and doctoral students teach and assess children who
struggle to learn to read and write. Donald is a professor in the Department of Educational
Specialties in the College of Education at the University of Nevada, Reno. Donald has been a
classroom teacher and he researches and writes about literacy development and instruction. He
is an author of numerous articles, book chapters, and books, including Words Their Way ®,
Words Their Way ® with English Learners, and Vocabulary Their Way.Shane Templeton is
Foundation Professor of Literacy Studies at the University of Nevada, Reno. A former classroom
teacher at the primary and secondary levels, he researches the development of orthographic
and vocabulary knowledge.  Read more
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M. Goggans, “Invaluable time saver for this first grade teacher. This is my tenth year teaching but
the first year I have used Words Their Way in place of the spelling program that came with our
reading series. I cannot say enough good things about the program.If you are new to Words
Their Way, you will need the big book that goes into great detail about this approach and how to
manage it. However, this skinny red book is the book that has been my go-to this semester. After
giving the Qualititative Spelling Inventory (QSI) at the beginning of the year, I placed students in
spelling groups. Most students were in the alphabetic spelling stage and that's where this book
has been invaluable! If you teach first grade, I recommend getting this book and the next one
(within a word spellers-the yellow book). Unless you teach language learners or special
education, these two books may be all you need for your week-to-week instruction in first grade.
I keep sticky notes in my red book to remind me where each group is at and every couple weeks
or so I run the copies for upcoming instruction. (The best part is, most of the time you need ONE
copy per student for the ENTIRE week of spelling/phonics instruction! That's it-no other
worksheets!) Then I just move the sticky notes so I will know where to pick up the next time I go
to run copies!I have seen such progress with ALL of my students this semester. I gave the QSI
again before we left for break and I was so pleased with the progress from the beginning of the
year to now. Students who came to me in August not yet having mastered initial consonants
have moved on to using short vowels and in some cases blends and digraphs. Meanwhile, more
advanced spellers who came in knowing some blends and digraphs are ready to work on long
vowel patterns. I am almost certain I would not have seen this kind of growth for all students with
the old "one size fits all" spelling and phonics curriculum that came with our basal series. I love
that Words Their Way is differentiated and developmentally appropriate! If you are considering
this program, you really must invest in the word sort books like this one that are appropriate for
your grade level or age group. They are invaluable time savers and make implementing the
Words Their Way approach a breeze.”

PCD, “Exceptional. Words Their Way is the absolute best word study program I have come
across. It is research based, teaches students based on their individual instructional needs,
provides helpful tips, ideas and assessments. Most importantly, the program emphasizes
patterns in and across words - rather than temporary memorization for weekly spelling tests.
Students need not memorize, they simply work with patterns in words and soon can read and
write any word that contains the same pattern. Highly recommend!!!!”

Erica O., “Systematic and Sequential!. I love Words Their Way! The way they organize teaching
phonics and word study is very logical. I like the process of having students really look at
patterns in words, but not neglect "oddballs" or rule-breakers. I would definitely recommend this
program to other teachers. My only complaint would be the font that they use for the word sorts.



The lowercase "a" has the curl on top (just like this font!) which is not how we teach children to
write "a" anymore. I do think they should be able to recognize both ways so it's not a problem,
but I would have preferred a more modern kid-friendly font.”

J. Walsh, “Great Book!. I got this book to supplement the Words Their Way K and I'm so excited
to use it with the kids this year. Everything is clear and easy to use and the students really enjoy
the sorts. I like that they are working at different levels according to their skill, and I don't have to
reinvent the wheel.  I'm so happy with these books.”

Danielle Robinson, “I love this curriculum!. I use this curriculum to teach spelling and love the
kinesthetic and visual approach to learning. It teaches the patterns in a comprehensive way,
building upon itself as you move through the levels. Most notably, the pre-assessment is an
excellent tool. If you are purchasing this, you will need to buy the administrators book as well in
order to have the assessment and to learn the different ways to use this program.”

Sarah, “Great Book. This word sort book is an awesome resource that I use in my class during
Word Study. I also have the other books in the series (each one focuses on different skills/grade
levels.) This particular book is for K-1 readers. There are a pictures instead of words for the word
sorts. I use this series in my classroom as a center activity and sometimes as an activity for the
entire class.”

Lara Nicholson, “Five Stars. Happy”

JP, “This program is a GREAT way to explicitly teach spelling and indirectly reading. This
program is a GREAT way to explicitly teach spelling and indirectly reading. I started using this
with my daughter because the higher level version of this book is worker so well with my son
who has a dyslexic thought pattern. This program has helped him tremendously, as I attach
each word pattern to a story, which is how the dyslexic mind retains information. For example,
the 'ar' word pattern is a pirate 'arrrrrr', and the 'ow, ou' word pattern is the 'o' being a ball
banging against the pointy 'w' and 'u' saying 'ow!', but sometimes the ball is not bouncy so then it
just makes the 'o' sound. This program helps me bring structure to my approach. I absolutely
LOVE IT.”

Celeste A. Jordan, “LOVE these resources. This program really works - and it's not as
overwhelming as people say if you break it down and use the parts that work for you. LOVE
these resources!!”

Desmond E., “Five Stars. Excellent material”

Louise Neuls, “Five Stars. Great time saver when using the Words Their Way approach to



teaching.”

The book by Steve S Ryan PhD has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 361 people have provided feedback.
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